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Abstract
Parallel discrete-event simulation on heterogeneous multicore platforms requires innovative redesign of existing algorithms in return for better performance. Based on the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) methodology, a
technique called Multicore Acceleration of DEVS Systems is proposed for efficient parallel discrete-event simulation on
the IBM Cell processor. The technique combines multi-grained parallelism and various optimizations to overcome
performance bottlenecks, while hiding the technical details of multicore programming from non-expert users. By explicitly exploiting the data- and event-level parallelism inherent in the simulation, the technique significantly accelerates both
memory-bound and compute-bound computational kernels in demanding parallel DEVS simulations, as shown in the
experimental results. Several key concepts and methods derived from this research can also be applied to other multicore and shared-memory architectures.
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1. Introduction
As the monolithic approach to microprocessor design
reaches a point of diminishing return, the industry has
moved towards multicore chip-multiprocessor (CMP)
architectures. Previous studies suggest that heterogeneous CMP designs, in which diﬀerent types of cores
of varying size and complexity are integrated on a
single die, have the potential to meet the needs of a
broad spectrum of applications.1–3 One such example
is the IBM Cell processor,4,5 which includes two types
of cores based on diﬀerent instruction sets and memory
subsystems. While the architectural features of the
Cell processor are attractive, its asymmetric design of
heterogeneous cores with explicit memory control
requires redesign of existing algorithms for optimized
performance.
Although the Cell processor has gained popularity in
scientiﬁc and multimedia applications,6,7 its potential
has yet to be realized in parallel discrete-event simulation (PDES). Existing PDES techniques usually use
logical processes (LPs) to parallelize a simulation on
multiprocessor systems,8 whereas parallel simulation
on the Cell (and on CMP architectures in general) is
more eﬃcient when all of the parallelization options are
exploited simultaneously at diﬀerent system levels.

Moreover, PDES programs typically involve irregular,
control-intensive computation with complex data
dependency and unpredictable memory access patterns,
a class of workload not well suited for the Cell.9 Recent
advances in compilation and middleware technologies
(e.g. Eichenberger et al.;10 Knight et al.;11 McCool;12
Perez et al.13) oﬀer little help in parallelizing PDES
systems on the Cell, due to the lack of adequate knowledge for exploiting application-level parallelism eﬀectively. Several programming models and strategies
attempt to provide guidance for porting applications
to the Cell.4,14,15 However, developers still need to
handle such issues as computational kernel analysis,
data layout and movement, and task synchronization
explicitly.
With the advent of these CMP architectures and
their use in large parallel computers (such as the
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Roadrunner supercomputer16), there is a growing
interest in extending PDES techniques to such platforms.17,18 Nevertheless, eﬃcient PDES on these platforms is a complex and error-prone task. One way to
facilitate this task is through the use of sound modeling
and simulation (M&S) methodologies. An advanced
modeling environment can assist in modeling, experimentation, testing, and software maintenance in largescale simulations by allowing the user to focus on the
problems to solve, reducing the eﬀort on technical
details. Among them, the Discrete Event System
Speciﬁcation (DEVS)19 provides a general framework
for hierarchical and modular construction of reusable
discrete-event models. Parallel DEVS (or P-DEVS)20
improves the mechanism for handling simultaneous
events in DEVS simulations; Cell-DEVS21 allows for
the construction of discrete-event cellular models
using P-DEVS components. Both P-DEVS and
Cell-DEVS are implemented in CDþþ,22 an optimized
discrete-event simulator that has been redesigned to
support PDES on the Cell processor.23–25
This paper presents a technique called Multicore
Acceleration of DEVS Systems (MADS) for eﬃcient
DEVS-based parallel simulation on the Cell. The
MADS technique adopts a data-ﬂow oriented strategy
to exploit the inherent data and event parallelism, while
combining multi-grained parallelism and various optimizations to accelerate both memory-bound and compute-bound computational kernels. In addition, the
technique hides the technical details of multicore programming from general users, allowing them to beneﬁt
from increased computing capacity with minimal
knowledge of the execution environment. Several key
concepts and methods proposed here can be applied to
other CMP and shared-memory platforms, bridging the
gap between PDES algorithms and emerging CMP
architectures.
In the following, Section 2 reviews related work.
Section 3 introduces the DEVS methodology and its
realization in CDþþ. Section 4 presents the workload
characteristics of demanding DEVS-based simulations,
along with preliminary optimizations. The MADS technique is proposed in Section 5, while the performance
results are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper with suggestions on future research directions. A glossary of the acronyms used in this paper
is given in the Appendix.

2. Background and related work
2.1. The Cell architecture
The Cell processor employs a heterogeneous architecture with nine independent cores: a main two-way hardware multithreading Power Processor Element (PPE)

and eight co-processors called Synergistic Processing
Elements (SPEs).5 The PPE is intended to execute control-intensive code using a conventional cache hierarchy (32 kB L1, 512 kB L2), while each SPE is optimized
to execute compute-intensive code using a private onchip Local Storage (LS) of 256 kB. Data sharing relies
on software-managed DMA (direct memory access),
which requires proper address alignment in both
memory domains (i.e. main memory and LS) and transfer size to attain peak performance.26,27 The cores can
also communicate 32-bit messages through the Element
Interconnect Bus (EIB) channels, namely mailboxes
and signals. Moreover, the SPEs support both scalar
and 128-bit SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data)
operations at diﬀerent granularities. These architectural
features result in an increase in software complexity,
requiring an application to be partitioned in a way
that not only ﬁts the functional specialization of the
cores, but also meets the requirements of DMA transfer
to reduce memory latency.

2.2. Related work
As noted by Gschwind,28,29 the performance of a Cell
application relies on simultaneous exploitation of multigrained parallelism at diﬀerent system levels. While this
has been explored in scientiﬁc applications,30,31 doing
so in PDES remains a challenge. A PDES system typically has computational kernels with varied data access
and workload characteristics, requiring diﬀerent parallelization strategies. Moreover, most existing PDES
techniques realize coarse-grained parallelization at the
LP level, making it diﬃcult to parallelize kernels that
are not naturally aligned with LP boundaries.
Various programming models have been used on
CMP architectures. In Stamatakis and Ott,32 a bioinformatics application was studied using the MPI
(Message Passing Interface), Pthreads, and OpenMP.
The authors suggest that the selection of the programming model should rest on software engineering criteria
and promote data locality. Stream programming is a
known programming model that organizes parallel
computation from a data-ﬂow perspective.33,34 In particular, six programming models were proposed to
improve programmability on the Cell.4 Although they
provide guidelines for developing new computing techniques, signiﬁcant eﬀorts are still required to implement
PDES algorithms.
Advanced compilation techniques can facilitate software development. For example, the IBM XL C/Cþþ
Compiler for Multicore Acceleration35 includes automated branch prediction, instruction prefetching, and
SPE code vectorization on the Cell.10 An optimizing
compiler was developed for processors with softwaremanaged memory hierarchies,11 addressing such issues
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as data padding, software pipelining, and memory
space allocation. Without a full understanding of the
application logic, these techniques are inadequate for
PDES systems with irregular computation and complex
data dependency. On the other hand, compiler-assisted
optimization can help improve PDES performance
when application-level parallelism has already been
properly extracted.
Eﬀorts towards providing a layer of abstraction on
top of the Cell programming primitives have resulted in
the development of several middleware frameworks.
Among them, RapidMind12 uses an embedded programming language inside Cþþ to construct a computation using the data-parallel programming model.
CellSs13 exploits functional parallelism based on usersupplied source code annotations. MPI Microtask36
enables certain MPI applications on the Cell, assuming
that the application can be partitioned manually to ﬁt
into the LS. Although these frameworks have shown
noticeable success, some of them assume a strict dataparallel programming model or adhere to a pure
C programming language, while others provide only a
minimal set of functionality of a standard library
for speciﬁc applications. These limitations hinder their
applicability to complex object-oriented PDES systems.
The Cell has been used in diﬀerent applications, such
as scientiﬁc kernels,37 Fourier transformation,38 regular
expression scanning,39 and image processing.40 Most of
them exploit task and/or data perallelism based on a
priori knowledge of the workload. The Cell has also
been used to host M&S applications, including molecular dynamics,41 lattice Boltzmann,42 and ﬁnancial simulations.43 Instead of aiming at PDES, they focus on
porting numerically intensive computational kernels
(e.g. random number generation) to the SPEs.
Novel approaches for PDES have focused on
improving simulation performance by oﬄoading and
parallelizing certain computation on special hardwares,
ranging from embedded processing units44,45 to network interface co-processors.46–50 Eﬀorts have also
been made towards PDES on Graphical Processing
Units (GPUs),51–53 demonstrating that the synchronous
stream processing style of GPU computation can speed
up discrete-event simulaitons. The MADS technique
proposed in this paper is complementary to these
attempts, addressing the issue of PDES on heterogeneous CMP platforms (exempliﬁed by the Cell) based
on the general-purpose DEVS methodology.

3. Discrete Event System Specification
methodology and its implementation
3.1. P-DEVS and Cell-DEVS formalisms
In P-DEVS, a model is deﬁned as a mathematical entity
composed of a hierarchy of atomic (behavioral) and

coupled (structural) components, which are executed
by an underlying simulation engine that can be implemented as LPs specialized into Simulators and
Coordinators.20 A P-DEVS atomic model is speciﬁed
formally as
M ¼ \ X, Y, S, d int, dext, dcon, l, ta . :
An atomic model is in some state s 2 S and it will
remain in state s for ta(s) time units. When ta(s) expires,
the atomic model executes the output function l(s),
which can send outputs through a set of ports (Y).
The model immediately triggers the internal transition
function dint(s), which can change its state. In this case,
the model is called an imminent component. If an external event x 2 X occurs before the expiration of ta(s), the
model changes to a state deﬁned by the external transition function dext(s,e,Xb), where e is the elapsed time
since the last transition and Xb is a bag to collect the
simultaneous external events received at a given virtual
time. A conﬂuent transition function dcon(s,e,Xb) decides
the new state in the case of state transition collisions,
when dint and dext occur at the same virtual time.
A P-DEVS coupled model speciﬁes how its components are connected with each other and with the external environment in a hierarchical fashion, as follows:
DN ¼ \X, Y, D, fMd jd 2 Dg, EIC, EOC, IC . :
The input/output (I/O) ports and values are deﬁned
by X and Y. The external input and output couplings
are speciﬁed by EIC and EOC respectively, while the
internal coupling within the coupled model is speciﬁed
by IC. The basic components (D and Md) are P-DEVS
structures.
Cell-DEVS deﬁnes n-dimensional cell spaces as discrete-event models where each cell is speciﬁed as a
P-DEVS atomic model with explicit timing delays,21
as follows:
TDC ¼ \Xb , Yb , S, N, d, dint , dext , dcon , t, t con , l, D . :
A cell can exchange bags of inputs and outputs (Xb
and Yb) with a set of neighboring cells (N) and other
P-DEVS components outside of the cell space. A cell’s
future state is determined by the local transition function
(t), based on its current state, and the values arrived at
the input ports. If the future state is diﬀerent from the
current one, a state change is scheduled and the value of
the future state will be transmitted after a delay period
(d). As in P-DEVS atomic models, the output and state
transitions are deﬁned by l, dint, and dext. In case of
transition collisions, dcon activates the conﬂuent local
transition function (t con), which presents a unique set
of inputs for the cell to compute the next state.
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The cells are coupled with each other through the
neighborhood relation to form a cell space, as follows:
GCC ¼ \ Xlist , Ylist , X, Y, n, ft1 , . . . , tn g, N, C, B, Z . :
A cell space (C) is a coupled model with a ﬁxed size
(t1 3  3 tn). The neighborhood set (N) speciﬁes the
relative positions of the neighboring cells. The cells on
the border of the cell space are included in set B. The
interface of the cell space itself is deﬁned by the I/O
couplings (Xlist and Ylist), whereas the coupling between
cells inside the cell space is given by the Z function,
which translates an output of a cell into an input of a
neighboring cell.

3.2. DEVS-based simulation in CDþþ
As illustrated in Figure 1, CDþþ adopts a ﬂat LP
structure to parallelize a DEVS-based simulation on
distributed-memory multiprocessors.54 The sequential
simulation on a node is executed by a Node
Coordinator (NC), a Flat Coordinator (FC), and a
group of Simulators. The NC is responsible for internode MPI messaging and virtual time management on
the host, while the FC is in charge of synchronizing the
child Simulators and routing events between the local
LPs based on user-deﬁned model coupling. A Simulator
is paired with an atomic model to trigger the model’s
behavior during a simulation. The behavior of P-DEVS
atomic models is deﬁned by implementing the output
and transition functions in Cþþ, whereas a built-in
speciﬁcation language is provided for specifying the
behavior of coupled and Cell-DEVS models using a
set of descriptive transition rules.22 This extra level of
abstraction is valuable on multicore platforms, since
modelers can focus on their modeling issues without
being distracted by technical details.
The simulation is driven by events of two kinds: content and control events. Content events, external (X) and
output (Y), carry input and output data. Control events,
initialization (I), collect (@), internal (*), and done (D),

Figure 1. Flat logical process structure.

control the execution at each virtual time. Speciﬁcally,
(I), (@), and (*) are passed down from the NC to trigger initialization, output, and state transitions, respectively, at the appropriate Simulators, whereas (D)
events are sent up the hierarchy to deduce the next
local simulation time. Detailed event-processing algorithms can be found in Liu.55
A schematic view of DEVS-based simulation is given
in Figure 2, where three Simulators execute at diﬀerent
virtual times (the FC and the NC are not shown for
simplicity).
In addition to FEL (Future Event List)-based scheduling, the coordinators execute DEVS-speciﬁc tasks as
part of their event processing. In particular, the FC
synchronizes its child Simulators in two functions:
findMinTime and findImminents. When the last
Simulator S1 ﬁnishes its state update at current virtual
time t1, it sends a (D) event to the FC carrying the
timestamp of the next scheduled state change (i.e. t4).
In response, the FC invokes findMinTime to ﬁnd the
minimum timestamp among all child Simulators. This
minimum time is sent to the NC to determine the next
local simulation time, taking into account events that
may arrive from the other nodes and/or the environment. The NC then notiﬁes the FC of the new local
simulation time, say t4, and the FC invokes
findImminents to obtain the IDs of the child
Simulators with state changes scheduled at t4 and
sends activation events to them. The activated
Simulators (i.e. S1 and S2) thus advance their virtual
time to t4 and trigger state updates in their associated
atomic models.
In Liu and Wainer,54 a multi-phased abstraction is
used to represent the sequential simulation on a node,
illustrating a high-level event execution pattern at each
virtual time, as shown in Figure 3. The simultaneous
events sent between the LPs at a virtual time are organized into an optional collect phase and a mandatory
transition phase. The simulation begins with an

Figure 2. Schematic of Discrete Event System Specificationbased simulation.
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Figure 3. Multi-phased sequential simulation process.54

initialization phase. Each phase is initiated by a control
event from the NC to the FC, and ended by a (D) event
returned to the NC. The control events exchanged
between the NC and the FC are also called phasechanging events. At the end of a transition phase, the
NC determines the next local simulation time and
advances the simulation on the node.
As noted by Zeigler,56 DEVS-based simulation can
involve a large number of simultaneous events, especially in large-scale, densely interconnected, highly
active models where many imminent components send
outputs at the same time.

4. Workload analysis and preliminary
optimization
CDþþ was ported to the PPE of a Cell processor,
resulting in a sequential implementation called
CDþþ/PPE. In order to address our goals, preliminary
tests were carried out based on two Cell-DEVS models
that represent two classes of common workloads: a
large-scale simulation over a long time period, and a
highly active simulation with complex behavior. These
Cell-DEVS models are discrete-event models, and they
do not use traditional continuous or time-stepped
approaches. The cells execute asynchronously with
respect to each other; they determine their own time
advance independently and become inactive when not
used. These models are considered as appropriate
benchmarks also because they cover the types of computation that can beneﬁt the most from heterogeneous
CMP architectures (i.e. memory-bound and computebound). The analysis focuses on the core computational
kernels in DEVS simulations (synchronization and
event execution). The integration with other types of
kernels (e.g. random number generation) is discussed
in Section 6.3.

4.1. Computational kernels
4.1.1. Large-scale simulation over a long time
period. In these simulations, a large number of
Simulators are synchronized by the FC on each node
at distinct virtual times, incurring a signiﬁcant synchronization overhead. This computational kernel is

prominent in the wildﬁre propagation model presented
by Wainer,57 which uses a large two-dimensional (2D)
cell space (1024 3 1024) to simulate ﬁre-spreading scenarios following the Rothermel method.58 Each cell
maintains its own ignition time (zero for non-burning
cells). When a cell is ignited, it sends events to its neighboring cells notifying them of the ignition time. In
response, each neighboring cell calculates its own earliest ignition time based on the distance to the ignited
cell, the type of fuel, and the weather conditions. It then
updates its state and sends the new ignition time after a
delay, representing the diﬀerence between the current
virtual time and the new ignition time. The simulation
diﬀers from a time-stepped approach in that the cells
are asynchronous and use variable delays. Moreover,
only a small fraction of the cells (i.e. those on the ﬁre
frontline) is active at any time, making the simulation
more accurate and eﬃcient than a time-stepped simulation of the Rothermel model.
Table 1 gives the execution proﬁle obtained with
CD þ þ /PPE on an IBM BladeCenter QS22 server,
showing the distribution of execution time across the
major system components and the diﬀerent types of
events processed by the LPs. It is clear that the main
bottleneck resides at the FC, which takes over 99% of
the runtime. Further, the FC spends most of the time
on processing (@) and (D) events, during which the
Simulators are synchronized.
A closer look at the FC synchronization task shows
that the sources of the bottleneck are the synchronization functions findImminents and findMinTime. As
shown in Table 2, each function occupies 99.98% of
the execution time on processing the corresponding
type of events at the FC. Together, they constitute
the dominant bottleneck (99.4% of the runtime), not
only because they are invoked frequently, but also
because a large amount of timing data are processed in
each invocation to synchronize all the child Simulators.
Table 1 also shows a secondary bottleneck at the
Simulators, consuming 0.32% of the runtime.
A major component is the execution of (*) events,
where the transition functions are evaluated. This
bottleneck depends on the complexity of the model
behavior. It is relatively minor in this example because
the wildﬁre model uses simpliﬁed rules. If higher ﬁdelity
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Table 1. 1024 3 1024 wildfire execution profile on the Power Processor Element
Components
Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

Bootstrap

Other overhead

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum (s)
Total (s)

3.06
515.69
8.13
11.94
–
–
538.82

0.90
16.96
55,816.60
0
94.41
112,215.00
168,143.87

–
–
–
–
–
3.25
3.25
169,002.10

–
–
–
–
–
–
181.57

–
–
–
–
–
–
134.58

FC: Flat Coordinator, NC: Node Coordinator.

Table 2. Flat Coordinator synchronization task in 1024 3 1024
wildfire
Function name

No. of invocations

Accumulated
runtime (s)

findImminents
findMinTime

535,549
1,071,099

55,804.30
112,189.00

were required, more complex rules would be used, leading to a higher computational cost.
Table 3 gives the event counts in the simulation,
which includes over one million simulation phases,
as indicated by the numbers of phase-changing
events. Out of the over 49 million events executed, the
phase-changing events constitute only 4.31% of the
population, while all the others are simultaneous
events executed within diﬀerent phases at distinct virtual times.

4.1.2. Highly active simulation of complex model
behavior. Another type of computational kernel
exists in highly active simulations of complex behavior,
where the performance is dominated by the computation required to execute the transition functions, as
exempliﬁed in the watershed model discussed by
Zeigler et al.59 and later redeﬁned by Wainer.57 This
model simulates water accumulation in a drainage
basin under constant rain using a set of hydrological
equations. The three-dimensional (3D) cell space
(320 3 320 3 2) consists of two planes. The bottom
plane deﬁnes the topographical conﬁguration of the
terrain, while the upper plane represents the heights
of retained water at diﬀerent cells. The transition functions compute future height values based on the initial
water level, the cumulative rain precipitation, the
dynamic water ﬂow between the cells, and the soil condition. In the simulation, the cells change states

Table 3. Event counts in 1024 3 1024 wildfire
LPs
Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum
Total

1,048,576
10,285,266
2,076,507
18,666,212
–
–
32,076,561

1
535,549
535,549
0
2,076,507
13,410,349
16,557,955
49,705,615

–
–
–
–
–
1,071,099
1,071,099

LP: Logical process, FC: Flat Coordinator, NC: Node Coordinator.

asynchronously, advancing their virtual time based on
the hydrological dynamics. At any virtual time, only
the upper-plane cells with water level changes become
active.
Table 4 gives the watershed execution proﬁle
obtained with CDþþ/PPE on a QS22 server. As
expected, the Simulator event-processing task becomes
the primary bottleneck, representing 98% of the runtime. It is evident that the Simulators perform computeintensive state transitions during the processing of (*)
events. Unlike in the wildﬁre simulation, the FC synchronization task incurs only a negligible computational
cost, as shown in Table 5, for two reasons. Firstly, the
watershed model uses a much smaller cell space with
reduced timing data to be processed in the synchronization functions. Secondly, the watershed simulation
consists of fewer simulation phases with decreased synchronization frequency.
Table 6 gives the event counts in the watershed
simulation. Although the simulation consists of just
663 phases, the event population is 6.8 times larger
than what is observed in the wildﬁre simulation,
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Table 4. 320 3 320 3 2 watershed execution profile on the Power Processor Element
Components
Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

Bootstrap

Other overhead

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum (s)
Total (s)

0.65
78,082.60
95.09
122.58
–
–
78,300.92

0.15
75.27
72.16
0
905.40
16.42
1069.40

–
–
–
–
–
0.002
0.002
79,883.66

–
–
–
–
–
–
25.22

–
–
–
–
–
–
488.12

FC: Flat Coordinator, NC: Node Coordinator.

Table 6. Event counts in 320 3 320 3 2 watershed

Table 5. Flat Coordinator synchronization task in
320 3 320 3 2 watershed

LPs

Function name

No. of invocations

Accumulated
runtime (s)

findImminents
findMinTime

331
663

0.74
1.60

demonstrating a much higher level of activity with an
even larger proportion of simultaneous events
exchanged between the LPs.
The FC synchronization task and the Simulator
event-processing task, referred to as the FC
Synchronization Kernel (FSK) and the Simulator
Event-processing Kernel (SEK) thereafter, represent
the core computational kernels in many demanding
DEVS-based simulations.

4.2. Preliminary FSK optimization
From the phase-oriented view shown in Figure 3, the
FC synchronization task is performed at regular points
in a simulation: findImminents is called at the beginning of a collect phase, while findMinTime is called at
the end of each collect and transition phases. A closer
examination, however, shows that it is unnecessary to
compute the minimum next state change time at the
end of collect phases, since these transitory phases do
not advance virtual time (i.e. each collect phase must be
followed by a transition phase at the same virtual time,
as required by the P-DEVS formalism). Therefore, it
is safe to eliminate the redundant invocations of
findMinTime in all of the collect phases.
This seemingly trivial optimization was not considered in the sequential CDþþ because the original
algorithms were developed from an event-oriented perspective (focusing on the processing of individual events
and overlooking the intrinsic correlation between events

Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum
Total

204,800
33,996,800
33,527,325
167,723,421
–
–
235,452,346

1
331
331
0
33,527,325
67,728,925
101,256,913
339,221,007

–
–
–
–
–
663
663

LP: Logical process, FC: Flat Coordinator, NC: Node Coordinator.

executed at diﬀerent points in a simulation). Consequently, the FC is memoryless in terms of event execution. When a (D) event is received from a Simulator,
the FC cannot determine if this is the result of a (@)
or (*) event previously sent to that Simulator. To
ensure correct synchronization, the FC has to invoke
findMinTime for every last (D) event from the Simulators, even though it suﬃces to do so only if the (D) event
is a logical consequence of a previous (*) event.
To implement this optimization in CDþþ/PPE, the
FC is turned into a context-aware LP that keeps track
of the type of the current phase so that findMinTime is
called at the end of transition phases only. The performance gain is immediate in large-scale, long-running
simulations.
In the updated wildﬁre execution proﬁle given in
Table 7, the time for processing (D) events at the FC
is decreased by 50.5% as findMinTime is invoked less
frequently, and the overall performance is improved by
34% accordingly.
Depending on the relative weight of the FSK, performance can also improve in highly active simulations
of complex behavior. In the watershed simulation,
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Table 7. 1024 3 1024 wildfire execution profile on the Power Processor Element (Flat Coordinator (FC) synchronization optimized)
Components
Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

Bootstrap

Other overhead

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum (s)
Total (s)

3.07
497.40
7.66
11.79
–
–
519.92

0.91
14.38
55,044.50
0
93.52
55,526.50
110,679.81

–
–
–
–
–
2.32
2.32
111,504.59

–
–
–
–
–
–
180.65

–
–
–
–
–
–
121.89

NC: Node Coordinator.

however, this optimization does not lead to a noticeable
improvement, since the overall performance is primarily dominated by the SEK.

5. Multicore acceleration of Discrete
Event System Specification systems
The MADS technique explicitly exploits the data and
event parallelism inherent in DEVS-based simulations
to accelerate both the FSK and the SEK. As data locality has a signiﬁcant impact on performance,60,61 this
issue is addressed carefully in the MADS technique.
Note that the array-based data management proposed
in this section is also applied to CDþþ/PPE to improve
data locality in the main memory for optimized sequential performance, as analyzed in Section 6.

5.1. Architecture overview
Figure 4 shows an overview of the MADS technique.
During simulation bootstrap, the PPE main thread
spawns a PPE helper thread, which in turn creates a
set of SPE threads (one on each SPE). The NC and
the FC are executed by the two PPE threads respectively, sharing the FEL in the main memory. The SPE
threads are divided into two groups: one for the FSK
and the other for the SEK. The number of SPE threads
in a group can be adjusted based on the relative weights
of the kernel computation (in terms of the size and
duration of the simulation, as well as the complexity
of the simulated model). If no SPE thread is allocated
to a group, the kernel runs on the PPE helper thread
instead. This is useful if the performance is dominated
by just one kernel, obviating the need for paralleling the
other one that constitutes a negligible bottleneck.
The kernels are orchestrated by mailbox messages
sent between the PPE helper and the SPE threads
through the EIB channels. The simulation data used
by the kernels (e.g. events, states, transition rules, and

Simulator timing data) are managed in diﬀerent buﬀers
allocated in the main memory. These data are fetched
and stored across memory domains using SPE-initiated
double-buﬀered DMA. When the simulation starts, the
addresses of the buﬀers are passed to the SPE threads in
a control block. Note that peak DMA performance is
achievable when the addresses of the data in both
memory domains are cache-line (128-byte) aligned
and when the size of transfer is 512 bytes or larger.26
This provides the rationale behind the data management used in the MADS technique.
The FSK and SEK algorithms realize multi-grained
parallelism as follows.

5.1.1. Multi-grained parallelization of the FSK.
Thread-level parallelism is applied across SPEs. They
host FSK instances working on diﬀerent chunks of
the Simulators’ timing data (i.e. next state change
times) to exploit data-level parallelism. Data-streaming
parallelism is used on each SPE to process data as a
stream of blocks, hiding memory latency with doublebuﬀered DMA. The FC synchronization functions are
implemented using SPE SIMD intrinsics to explore
vector parallelism, and loop-level parallelism is achieved
by unrolling the compute-intensive loops in the
functions.

5.1.2. Multi-grained parallelization of the SEK. The
SEK algorithms realize thread-level parallelism both on
the PPE, and between the PPE and a group of SPEs.
Each SPE thread executes a SEK instance. Doublebuﬀered DMA is applied at multiple layers to transfer
pending job IDs, event and state data of individual
jobs, and rule data of Cell-DEVS models, hiding
memory latency with data-streaming parallelism. The
SEK algorithms are implemented on SPEs using
SIMD intrinsics whenever possible, exploring vector
parallelism. Due to the irregular nature of the computation, only partial vectorization is applied to the most
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Figure 4. Architectural overview of the Multicore Acceleration of DEVS Systems technique on the Cell processor.
DEVS: Discrete Event System Specification.

time-consuming loops in the SEK. During the simulation, the PPE main thread handles ﬁle I/O and internode MPI messaging in parallel with event processing
on the helper and SPE threads, exploiting the PPE
hardware multithreading to realize compute-I/O parallelism. During each phase, independent events of diﬀerent active Simulators are executed concurrently at
distinct SPE threads, realizing event-embarrassing parallelism. Moreover, event-streaming parallelism is utilized by executing the causally related events passed
between the Simulators (on the SPEs) and the FC (on
the PPE) in a two-stage pipeline. These two types of
event-level parallelism are analyzed next.

5.2. Event-level parallelism
A key challenge to the parallelization of the SEK is to
expose the event-level parallelism that is inherent in
DEVS-based simulations from a data-ﬂow perspective.
To this end, Figure 5 shows a step-by-step view of event
execution in diﬀerent phases based on the ﬂat LP structure. During the initialization phase, the FC forwards
the (I) event from the NC to N child Simulators. Each
Simulator then returns a (D) event to the FC, which
sends a (D) event back to the NC. A similar pattern can
be seen in a transition phase, except that in this case the

FC sends (*) events to only K active Simulators
(K  N), which have state transitions scheduled at the
current virtual time. In a collect phase, model outputs
are emitted from M imminent Simulators (M  N) in
response to the (@) events from the FC. These (Y)
events are routed to their destinations as (X) events,
which are then consumed by the receiving Simulators.
Likewise, the FC sends a (D) event to the NC after
processing all of the (D) events from the Simulators.
Two types of ﬁne-grained event-level parallelism
exist in the simulation, referred to as event-embarrassing
parallelism and event-streaming parallelism,25 which can
be exploited as follows without violating causal
consistency.
. Event-embarrassing parallelism exists between the
causally independent events within each step (shaded
at the FC and the Simulators). As there is no causal
or data dependency between them, these events can
be executed concurrently in an arbitrary order.
. Event-streaming parallelism exists between the causally related events in consecutive steps (arcs between
the FC and the Simulators). As the outputs from the
preceding step are the inputs to the next step, these
events can be executed concurrently in a pipelined
manner.
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Figure 5. Event parallelism in Discrete Event System Specification-based simulation.25

Let us take the initialization phase to illustrate how
the event parallelism can be exploited. At step 2, it does
not matter which Simulator is initialized ﬁrst, as long as
all of the Simulators are initialized by the end of the
phase. Similarly, the FC can process the (D) events from
the Simulators in an arbitrary order at step 3, so far as

the FC knows that all these (D) events are processed
before it sends a (D) event back to the NC. In addition,
the FC can immediately process the (D) events from
some of the Simulators, while the other Simulators are
still being executed by diﬀerent threads, thus pipelining
the event execution between steps 2 and 3.
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Phase-changing events are sent between the NC and
the FC at the ﬁrst and last steps of each phase, providing natural fork and join points for synchronization.
Note that, according to P-DEVS, the simultaneous
(X) events received by a Simulator in the collect phase
(at step 4) are cached in an internal bag structure. These
(X) events will be consumed as a whole along with the
(*) event received by the Simulator in the ensuing transition phase (at step 2).20

5.3. FSK parallelization
The FSK consists of the two synchronization functions,
which rely on the Simulator timing data previously contained in a Cþþ Standard Template Library map that
associates the IDs of the Simulators with the next state
change times. The computation is inherently data intensive and memory bound in large-scale simulations.

5.3.1. Timing data management. To improve data
locality and DMA eﬃciency, an ID allocation scheme
is used to give positive IDs ([0. . .(N–1)]) to the
Simulators, whereas the NC and the FC use negative
IDs. Hence, the FC can use a Time Array (TA) to hold
the Simulator timing data, using the array indexes as
Simulator IDs. The FC also uses an Imminent ID Array
(IA) to contain the imminent Simulator IDs found by
findImminents in a collect phase. The map structure is
thus replaced by a ﬂat array-based data layout, as
shown in Figure 6.
Both arrays are partitioned into m chunks
([C0. . .Cm]) as evenly as possible, where m is the
number of SPEs allocated for the FSK. Each chunk is
aligned on a 128-byte boundary in the main memory
for eﬃcient DMA. Since not all of the Simulators are
imminent in a collect phase, the imminent IDs are terminated by a –1 so that the FC can retrieve them without a full traversal of the array.
As the TA indexes are used implicitly as Simulator
IDs, this method reduces the amount of data

Figure 6. Flat timing data layout for the Flat Coordinator
Synchronization Kernel.
TA: Time Array, IA: Imminent ID Array.

transferred across memory domains. It also facilitates
the parallelization of the FSK using the data-parallel
model. Moreover, simulation performance can beneﬁt
from the improved data locality even when the FSK is
executed on the PPE alone (refer to Section 6 for relevant performance results).

5.3.2. Parallel data processing on the SPE. As the
timing data are mutually independent, diﬀerent
chunks of data can be processed in parallel at diﬀerent
SPEs. In large-scale simulations, each chunk can contain a large amount of values. Due to the limited size of
LS, it is necessary to divide a TA chunk further into a
set of blocks of regular sizes, which can be adjusted for
diﬀerent models and optimal DMA performance. An
IA chunk is also divided into the same number of
blocks.
On a SPE, four local buﬀers are allocated in the LS:
two input buﬀers for reading data from a given TA
chunk, and two output buﬀers for writing imminent
Simulator IDs to the corresponding IA chunk. The
local buﬀers have the same size as a TA block. Note
that using a larger block size (e.g. 16 kB) not only
improves DMA performance as more data are transferred in one stroke, but also increases the granularity
of computation on the SPEs, making it more likely to
overlap SPE computation with concurrent memory
I/O.
Figure 7 illustrates the parallel data processing using
multiple SPEs. Each SPE streams in and out data
blocks with double-buﬀered DMA. The synchronization functions are vectorized using SPE SIMD intrinsics to process data in the local buﬀers.
As shown in Figure 8, findMinTime uses a 128-bit,
four-way MinVector to scan the timing data prefetched
into the local input buﬀer (lines 8–11). When the full
chunk of data is processed, the MinVector contains the
four minima obtained in the four ways. These values
are merged into the chunk minimum (line 13), which is
sent to the PPE through the outbound mailbox
channel.
Given in Figure 9, findImminents stores the starting index of a TA chunk locally in baseId. The global
minimum, determined on the PPE, is replicated in the
MinVector (line 3). A 128-bit, four-way IndexVector is
used to keep track of the four Simulator IDs corresponding to the entries in the current input buﬀer
when the timing data are shifted using the MinVector
(lines 10–15). At the end of the function, a status is sent
to the PPE, indicating that the imminent IDs are available in the IA chunk.
Although not shown explicitly, the computeintensive loops (lines 8–11 in Figure 8 and lines 10–15
in Figure 9) can be unrolled by using multiple Min and
Index Vectors.
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Figure 7. Parallel processing of Simulator timing data on the Synergistic Processing Elements.24

Figure 8. A skeleton of function findMinTime.

5.3.3. FSK orchestration. The FSK instances are
invoked in a Remote Procedure Call style. A termination function is also deﬁned to exit the FSK at the end
of a simulation. Each function is associated with an ID:
0 for findMinTime, 1 for findImminents, and 2 for
termination. Figure 10 gives the FSK orchestration
algorithm deﬁned on the PPE.
When the last (D) event is received from the
Simulators at the end of a transition phase, the FC
invokes findMinTime by sending a mailbox message
of 0 to all of the FSKs. When the chunk minima are
returned, the FC merges them into a global minimum,

and sends it to the NC. Note that findMinTime is
invoked in place by the FC in the sense that the FC is
blocked until all the chunk minima are available.
Moreover, the returned values are recorded in the
main memory to improve the performance of
findImminents in the next collect phase.
In contrast, findImminents is invoked in advance by
the NC, when the local simulation is about to advance
to the next virtual time (line 2.1). Hence, when the FC
needs to retrieve the imminent IDs (in the next collect
phase), the FSKs have already executed, overlapping
the computation on the PPE and SPEs. Further, a
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Figure 9. A skeleton of function findImminents.

Figure 10. A skeleton of the Flat Coordinator Synchronization Kernel orchestration algorithm.
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FSK runs only if it has found the current global minimum (line 2.2). As imminent IDs may not exist, this
reduces the number of SPE threads used, reducing
memory contention with enhanced FSK scalability.
During a collect phase, the FC waits for a status
message from each FSK invoked by the NC and
retrieves the imminent IDs from the corresponding IA
chunk (line 3.4). At the end of a simulation, the NC
terminates the FSKs (line 4.2).

5.4. SEK parallelization
The SEK includes the Simulator algorithms for processing (I), (@), and (*) events, as well as the
P-DEVS functions of the atomic models. Note that
the SEK does not include the Simulator algorithm for
processing (X) events, as will be explained shortly.
During each phase, the SEK processes a set of input
events from the FC based on the current states of the
active Simulators, and returns a set of output events
back to the FC. The events and states are handled independently for diﬀerent Simulators.

5.4.1. LP virtualization. Several issues need to be
addressed when mapping the SEK to the SPEs.
Firstly, the small size of the LS imposes a tight limit
on the number of Simulators hosted simultaneously on
a SPE. Secondly, a SPE can execute only one thread at
a time; a SPE context switch is very expensive.62 Hence,
it is impractical to swap in and out Simulators as SPE
threads without incurring an excessive overhead.
Thirdly, not all Simulators are active at any virtual
time; hence, the partitioning scheme should map only
active Simulators to the available SPEs. Finally, the
partitioning scheme should also facilitate dynamic
load balancing between SPEs.
We addressed these issues through the concept of LP
virtualization. The Simulators (and their associated
atomic models) are turned into virtual LPs, sharing
the functionality provided by a limited group of SPE
threads; the mapping of active Simulators to the SPEs
is determined dynamically at each virtual time. The
state data originally encapsulated in a Simulator–
atomic pair are separated from the event-processing
logic. While the state data are maintained in the main
memory, events are processed on the SPEs. The state of
an active Simulator is matched to a SPE thread using a
SEK job-scheduling algorithm, whereas the PPE is used
to host the remaining concrete LPs, such as the NC and
the FC.
The following discussion assumes that all of the
Simulators are mapped to the SPEs. However, as will
be discussed in Section 6.3, certain types of Simulators
might still need to be implemented as concrete LPs on
the PPE.

5.4.2. Virtual LP state management. With the ID
allocation scheme introduced earlier, the current
states of the Simulators are stored in a ﬂat 128-byte
aligned array called the state buﬀer in the main
memory, using the array indexes as Simulator IDs, as
shown in Figure 11.
Each state buﬀer entry has an adjustable size of 512
bytes to contain the state variables extracted from a
Simulator–atomic pair. On a SPE, a pair of 128-byte
aligned local state caches is allocated to hold the states
of at most two active Simulators. Besides the improvement in data locality, this circumvents the limitation of
small LS size, reducing memory latency by prefetching
the state of the next active Simulator in parallel with
event execution of the current one.

5.4.3. Decentralized event management. To transfer events across memory domains, the raw data of each
CDþþ event are encoded in 32 bytes; a pair of ﬂat 128byte aligned arrays (current event buﬀer and backup
event buﬀer) is allocated in the main memory to
exchange simultaneous events between the FC and the
virtual Simulators. Each event buﬀer entry has an
adjustable size of 1 kB to hold up to 32 events at a
time for a dedicated virtual Simulator. At any step,
the FC and a Simulator may exchange exactly one control event and optionally a list of content events. Hence,
the ﬁrst slot in each event buﬀer entry is reserved for
passing control events, whereas the following slots are
for content events. This convention allows for separating the control and content events without checking
their actual types. On a SPE, a pair of 128-byte aligned
local event caches is allocated to hold the events for the
current and the next active Simulators.
The FEL is used to send phase-changing events
between the NC and the FC only at the beginning
and the end of a simulation phase. Together, the FEL
and the event buﬀer entries form a network of

Figure 11. Virtual Simulator state management.25
LP: logical process, DMA: direct memory access, LS: local storage.
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bidirectional communication channels with a star
topology centered at the FC, as shown in Figure 12.
During a collect phase, the FC translates (Y) events
from the source Simulators into (X) events to be
received by the destination Simulators. As mentioned
in Section 5.2, these (X) events need to be cached temporarily at the destination Simulators so that they can
be consumed along with the (*) events in the next transition phase. To fulﬁll this P-DEVS requirement (while
preventing data corruption), the FC caches the events
on behalf of the Simulators. To do so, it writes the
translated (X) events into the corresponding entries of
the backup event buﬀer instead of the current event
buﬀer, as this could still contain (Y) events generated
in the current collect phase. For example, as seen in
Figure 12, Simulator (N–1) sends a (Y) event that will
be received by Simulator 0, 1, and itself as (X) events. If
these events were written into the current event buﬀer,
they would overwrite the (Y) events being processed by
the current active Simulators in entry 1 and (N–1).
Hence, using a pair of event buﬀers allows the FC to
process (Y) events (on the PPE) concurrently with
Simulator event execution (on the SPEs) without explicit synchronization. After writing the (*) events and any
additional (X) events in the backup event buﬀer at the
beginning of the ensuing transition phase, the FC resets
a ﬂag, eventBufferIndex, to swap the two event buffers. On the other hand, the virtual Simulators always
work on the current event buﬀer determined by the FC.
This decentralized event management has several
advantages. Firstly, multiple I/O events of a
Simulator are stored in the same event buﬀer entry,
allowing them to be transferred eﬃciently in a single
DMA operation. Secondly, all simultaneous events
are removed from the FEL, reducing event queue operational cost. Thirdly, the simultaneous events are read/

written directly in the event buﬀers without memory
allocation and de-allocation, further reducing the operational overhead. Fourthly, the Simulators no longer
need to cache (X) events explicitly in collect phases,
simplifying the SEK algorithms. As (X) and (*) events
scheduled for a Simulator are packed in the same buﬀer
entry by the FC, they can be consumed as a whole in
the transition phases, satisfying the P-DEVS requirement without introducing extra synchronization overhead. Finally, the PPE cache memory is better utilized
because of increased event data locality.

Figure 12. Virtual Simulator event management.25

Figure 13. Packing of a local transition function.25

DMA: direct memory access, NC: Node Coordinator, FC: Flat
Coordinator, SPE: Synergistic Processing Element, LS: Local Storage.

DMA: direct memory access, SPE: Synergistic Processing Element,
LS: Local Storage.

5.4.4. Rule evaluation on the SPE. As discussed in
Section 3, the behavior of Cell-DEVS models is deﬁned
by a set of local transition functions, each of which
includes several state transition rules that are evaluated
by active cells.22 A transition rule is composed of three
expressions: a post-condition, a delay, and a precondition. During evaluation, a rule is ﬁred if its precondition is true; the post-condition deﬁnes the cell’s
future state, which is transmitted after a period derived
from the delay expression.
Originally, these transition rules are represented as
syntax trees that are evaluated recursively at runtime.22
However, recursion on the SPEs is problematic due to
the limited size of runtime call stack and the lack of
stack overﬂow protection.62 Moreover, syntax trees are
not well suited for eﬃcient DMA. To solve these problems, the syntax trees are converted into a sequence of
ﬂoating-point values in postﬁx format and concatenated in a ﬂat 128-byte aligned array (rule buﬀer) in
the main memory, as shown in Figure 13.
Each packed rule has four components: pre-condition
tree, delay tree, post-condition tree, and rule header,
which indicates the number of nodes in the syntax
trees. Each syntax node is encoded as an integer
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operation type and an optional ﬂoating-point operand.
On a SPE, a pair of 128-byte aligned local rule caches is
allocated for the double-buﬀered DMA of rule data. As
the transition rules are read only, they can be accessed
simultaneously by multiple SPE threads.
The recursive algorithm is redesigned to scan the
local rule cache iteratively (one syntax node at a
time), as shown in Figure 14. Note that the current
local rule cache is used as a software-managed call
stack to hold intermediate operands, allowing for

in-place rule evaluation without burdening the SPE
runtime call stack.
For each type of syntax node, an evaluation function
performs the required operation based on operands
retrieved from the syntax node (line 1.2), the data in
the current local state cache (line 2.2), or the intermediate data in the current local rule cache. The result is
pushed back into the local rule cache at stackTop.
If required, new types of syntax nodes can be deﬁned
by implementing additional evaluation functions.

Figure 14. A skeleton of doubled-buffered rule evaluation on the Synergistic Processing Elements.
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These functions are called through the evalFunctions
function pointer array using the operation types as
array indexes, reducing branching instructions in the
SPE code.
When a valid rule is identiﬁed (line 3.11), the new
delay and state are computed from the delay and postcondition trees, respectively (lines 3.13–3.17 and lines
3.19–3.23), and the local transition function is terminated (line 3.24).

on the IDs of the receiving Simulators. These Simulator
IDs are inserted into the pending job queues under a
certain job-scheduling policy, thus mapping the active
Simulators to the SEKs. As the SEK jobs executed in a
phase are of the same type with similar computational
intensity, simple yet eﬀective scheduling policies (e.g.
round-robin, shortest-queue-ﬁrst, or weighted roundrobin) can be used to achieve ﬁne-grained dynamic
load balancing between the SPEs.

5.4.5. SEK job processing. A SEK job executes a set

5.4.6. SEK memory control and notification. To

of events scheduled for an active Simulator, assuming
that the event and state data have already been made
available in the current local event and state caches in
the LS, whereas memory control and SEK orchestration are considered as separate services, which will be
discussed shortly. Decoupling SEK job execution from
these services allows one to implement the P-DEVS
functions on the SPE in a similar way as in the original
CDþþ (code vectorization is desired, but not absolutely required), without having to cope with issues
related to DMA and thread scheduling.
The SEK job-processing algorithms are implemented
by three job handlers invoked, respectively, during the
initialization, collect, and transition phases. In essence,
they follow the Simulator algorithms for processing (I),
(@), and (*) events, with a few exceptions. Firstly, these
algorithms are coarse grained, since the local event
cache may contain multiple input events scheduled for
a Simulator. All these events are processed in a single
invocation of the respective job handler. In addition,
the output events and updated states are written
directly in the local event and state caches, which are
then transferred to the main memory event and state
buﬀer entries by the memory control service. Barring
these subtleties, the deﬁnition of the SEK job-processing algorithms is straightforward (further details can
be found in Liu55).
On the PPE, the IDs of the active Simulators are used
as SEK job IDs, which are scheduled by the FC in each
phase through a set of pending job queues, as depicted in
Figure 15. Each job queue is a 128-byte aligned integer
array containing the pending job IDs scheduled for a
SEK instance. A pair of local job caches is allocated on
a SPE so that the job IDs can be transferred in chunks
with double-buﬀered DMA. Each chunk has an adjustable size of 128 bytes for 32 jobs.
A SEK instance processes the job IDs in the current
local job cache sequentially. These IDs are used as oﬀsets to calculate the addresses of the event and state
buﬀer entries in the main memory when accessing
data of active Simulators from the SPEs.
At the beginning of a simulation phase, the FC executes the phase-changing events in the FEL, and then
writes the events generated into the event buﬀer based

support SEK job processing, a memory control and
notiﬁcation service is provided on the SPE. As shown
in Figure 16, the SEK memory control and notiﬁcation
algorithm is implemented in a function called
provideService.
The purpose of the memory control service is to
prefetch the input events and states of the active
Simulators into the local event and state caches, and
to transfer the generated output events and updated
states back to the original event and state buﬀer entries
after job execution. The transfer of events and states
relies on the availability of pending job IDs in the local
job caches. Hence, double-buﬀered DMA is performed
at two layers: the job-data layer for transfer of pending
job IDs in chunks (lines 2 and 7) and the simulationdata layer for transfer of events and states of individual
jobs (lines 9, 11, 17, 18, 20, and 21). Once the events
and states become available in the local caches, the corresponding SEK job handlers are invoked through a
function pointer array called jobHandlers (line 19),
overlapping SEK job execution with concurrent
memory I/O.
On the other hand, the notiﬁcation service sends signals periodically to the PPE (line 24), indicating the
number of jobs that have been processed in the pending
job queue since the last notiﬁcation. In this way, the FC
can process the output events from those ﬁnished
Simulators without waiting for the completion of all

Figure 15. Pending job queues for a Simulator Eventprocessing Kernel instance.25
DMA: direct memory access, SPE: Synergistic Processing Element,
LS: Local Storage.
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Figure 16. A skeleton of the Simulator Event-processing Kernel memory control and notification algorithm.

pending jobs, exploiting event-streaming parallelism
between the PPE and the SPEs.

5.4.7. SEK orchestration. Similar to the FSK, a termination function is deﬁned to exit the SEK at the end
of a simulation. When a simulation phase starts, a SEK
instance is triggered by two mailbox messages from the
PPE: a control message (sekCtrMsg) and the total
number of pending jobs scheduled for the SEK
(totalPendingJobs). As a result, either provide
Service or the termination function is invoked.
As shown in Figure 17, the four least signiﬁcant bits
of the control message are used to carry three parameters, which are extracted in the SEK algorithms to
determine the address of the current event buﬀer, the
ID of the SEK function, and the ID of the SEK job
handler.
The SEK orchestration algorithm consists of two
parts, as shown in Figures 18 and 19. At the beginning

of a simulation phase, the FC sends two mailbox messages to each SEK instance when the pending jobs have
been scheduled in the job queues (lines 1.6, 1.7, 2.7, 2.8,
3.8, and 3.9 in Figure 18). The FC then waits for notiﬁcations from the SEKs. Upon notiﬁcation, it processes
the output events generated by the completed SEK jobs
immediately, while the other active Simulators are
processed concurrently on the SPEs (lines 9–14 in
Figure 19).
Note that the SPE outbound mailbox channel can
contain at most one message at a time;62 thus, a SPE
thread will block when there is a message that has not
yet been cleaned in the channel by the PPE. For this
reason, the FC uses non-blocking polling to quickly
scan the status of the channels after processing the
output events from just one job (even when they are
generated from multiple SEK jobs) in order to reduce
the possibility of blocking the SEKs. As long as there
are uncompleted SEK jobs being processed on the
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Figure 17. Bit pattern of the Simulator Event-processing Kernel control message.

SPEs, the algorithm tries to balance short channelpolling interval and concurrent event execution on the
PPE.
When the SEKs ﬁnish all pending jobs, the FC
executes the remaining output events and sends
phase-changing events to the NC through the FEL,
ending the current phase. At the end of a simulation,
the NC terminates the SEKs by sending SEK_
TERMINATE_SIG and zero to them.

6. Performance analysis and discussion
The sequential CDþþ/PPE was parallelized on the Cell
using the MADS technique. The parallel simulator
called CDþþ/Cell was implemented on Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 5.2 with the IBM SDK for
Multicore Acceleration 3.1. Using the wildﬁre and
watershed simulations as benchmarks, this section analyzes the performance of the FSK and SEK algorithms
on an IBM BladeCenter QS22 server, which features
two 3.2 GHz IBM PowerXCell 8i processors with 32
GB main memory. The Cell processors in a QS22
server are connected through the Rambus FlexIOTM
interface using the coherent Broadband Interface protocol,62 allowing an application to scale transparently
across the two processors (two PPEs and 16 SPEs in
total). However, inter-processor communication via
FlexIO has lower bandwidth and higher latency than
intra-processor communication via the EIB.
The major performance metrics presented include
the total execution time (T) of the simulation and the
turn-around time (T) of the FSK synchronization functions. The scale-up metric measures how performance
scales as a function of the number of SPEs involved in a

computation as follows.
Scale-up ¼

T(PPE with one SPE)
, where N . 1
T(PPE with N SPEsÞ

As the PPE is very diﬀerent from the SPEs, we use
the execution on the PPE with one SPE (instead of on
the PPE alone) as baseline. As a result, the scale-up is
more conservative than what would be obtained from a
traditional deﬁnition of speedup (based on a purely
sequential execution), because the baseline case exploits
a certain degree of parallelism (e.g. data-streaming parallelism and SIMD vector parallelism). In the experiments, SEK jobs were scheduled using a round-robin
policy. For the FSK, the TA block size was 16 kB. To
minimize the impact of ﬁle I/O, no event logging was
used. The results were averaged over 20 independent
runs to balance data reliability and testing eﬀort.

6.1. Performance of the FSK algorithms
Figure 20 shows the total execution time in the
1024 3 1024 wildﬁre simulation on PPE (CD þ þ/
PPE) and across 1–16 SPEs (CDþþ/Cell). The PPEbased sequential executions are denoted as ORG
(Table 1), SYN (Table 7), and FLT. When the various
types of simulation data are managed using ﬂat arrays
in the main memory, as discussed in Section 5, the execution time (FLT) is reduced by a factor of 13.79 from
what is attained with the original CDþþ/PPE (ORG)
and by a factor of 9.09 from the synchronizationoptimized execution (SYN). As the wildﬁre simulation
performance is dominated by the FSK, which has a
regular access pattern (Simulator timing data are contiguous in the main memory), the increased locality of
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Figure 18. A skeleton of the Simulator Event-processing Kernel orchestration algorithm (part I).

timing data improves the utilization of the PPE cache
memory, leading to a signiﬁcant reduction in memory
contention and runtime.
This eﬀect is illustrated in Table 8. Comparing it
with Table 7, it is evident that the biggest improvement
comes from the FC, and the time spent on processing
(@) and (D) events is reduced by more than 89% from
the SYN execution. In addition, the bootstrap time is
decreased by 50%, as most of the simulation data are

allocated and initialized as big blocks in ﬂat arrays. The
use of the event buﬀers also accelerates Simulator event
execution and FEL operations (other overhead) by
7.1% and 23.81%, respectively.
With one SPE, the parallel simulation runs 1.78 times
faster than the FLT, thanks to more eﬃcient data processing and the exploitation of data-streaming parallelism on the SPE. Overall, the total execution time is
reduced from the best sequential performance of over
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Figure 19. A skeleton of the Simulator Event-processing Kernel orchestration algorithm (part II).

Figure 20. Total execution time in 1024 3 1024 wildfire simulation.

3 hours (FLT) to approximately 20 minutes when the
FSK is parallelized on 16 SPEs (or a factor of up to
9.74). When compared with the original CDþþ/PPE,
the FSK algorithms accelerate the 1024 3 1024 wildﬁre
simulation by a factor of up to 134.34.
Figure 21 shows the scale-ups of the FSK itself. Due
to SIMD vectorization and double-buﬀered DMA, both
functions exhibit signiﬁcant scalability (super-linear for

findImminents). Function findImminents performs
better than findMinTime for two reasons. Firstly,
findMinTime uses all of the SPEs (whereas a SPE is
engaged in findImminents only if it has found the
global minimum). Secondly, findMinTime is invoked
in place by the FC (whereas findImminents is invoked
in advance by the NC). Overall, a scale-up of 13.4 is
attained on 16 SPEs.
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Table 8. 1024 3 1024 wildfire execution profile on the Power Processor Element (flat array–based simulation data management)
Components
Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

Bootstrap

Other overhead

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum (s)
Total (s)

2.58
491.68
6.24
–
–
–
519.92

0.76
12.60
5650.61
0
76.41
5821.37
11,561.75

–
–
–
–
–
1.62
1.62
12,255.51

–
–
–
–
–
–
89.10

–
–
–
–
–
–
102.53

FC: Flat Coordinator, NC: Node Coordinator.

Figure 21. Flat Coordinator Synchronization Kernel scale-ups in the 1024 3 1024 wildfire simulation.24
DMA: direct memory access.
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Figure 22. Total execution time in wildfire simulations of varied sizes.
SPE: Synergistic Processing Element.

Figure 23. Overall scale-ups in wildfire simulations.

Figure 22 shows the total execution time for the
wildﬁre simulation of varied sizes using the optimized
CDþþ/PPE and the CDþþ/Cell. The parallel simulation on 16 SPEs runs 8.37, 7.27, and 7.69 times faster
than the best PPE-based sequential execution (FLT) for
896 3 896, 768 3 768, and 640 3 640 wildﬁre models,
respectively.

Figure 23 gives the overall simulation scale-ups
achieved by CDþþ/Cell on 2–16 SPEs. The results
indicate that the FSK algorithms can obtain better scalability in larger simulations and on greater number of
SPEs. Since the FSK is a data-intensive, high-throughput kernel with relatively light computation, the performance depends primarily on the eﬀective memory
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bandwidth provided by the Cell processor. As long as
the memory path is not saturated, more DMA requests
from the SPEs can be handled concurrently with
improved memory bandwidth utilization, resulting in
higher scalability in larger simulations across multiple
SPEs.

6.2. Performance of the SEK algorithms
Figure 24 shows the total execution time for the
320 3 320 3 2 watershed simulation. The original and
optimized sequential executions with CDþþ/PPE are
denoted as ORG (Table 4) and FLT, respectively. The
execution time with preliminary FSK optimization
(SYN) is not shown because this optimization alone
does not have a noticeable impact on the watershed
simulation performance.
The ﬂat simulation data management leads to a marginal improvement of 4.78% in the watershed simulation (FLT versus ORG), due to the following reasons.

Firstly, the watershed simulation performance is dominated by the compute-intensive SEK, making it less
sensitive to improved data locality. Secondly, at any
virtual time, the events and states of diﬀerent active
Simulators are stored in diﬀerent event and state
buﬀer entries, which may not be contiguous in the
main memory. Hence, while the FSK can fully beneﬁt
from the enhanced locality of Simulator timing data,
the SEK may exploit increased data locality only when
processing multiple events for a single active Simulator,
as these events are packed contiguously within the same
event buﬀer entry.
The impact of ﬂat simulation data management is
given in Table 9. Compared to the ORG execution,
the Simulator and FC event execution time is reduced
by 3.92% and 37.91%, respectively, thanks to
improved event data locality in the main memory.
The FEL operational cost is decreased by 70.12% as
all simultaneous events are exchanged through event
buﬀers. The bootstrap time is reduced by 16.61% due

Figure 24. Total execution time in 320 3 320 3 2 watershed simulation.
SPE: Synergistic Processing Element.

Table 9. 320 3 320 3 2 watershed execution profile on the Power Processor Element (flat array–based simulation data
management)
Components
Event type

Simulators

FC

NC

Bootstrap

Other overhead

(I)
(*)
(@)
(X)
(Y)
(D)
Sum (s)
Total (s)

0.36
75,198.80
32.64
–
–
–
75,231.80

0.03
15.42
37.27
0
596.99
14.26
663.97

–
–
–
–
–
0.001
0.001
76,062.66

–
–
–
–
–
–
21.03

–
–
–
–
–
–
145.86

FC: Flat Coordinator, NC: Node Coordinator.
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to eﬃcient allocation and initialization of simulation
data in ﬂat arrays.
Using one SPE, the total execution time is reduced
by a factor of 5.56 over the FLT execution for several
reasons. Firstly, memory latency is reduced eﬀectively
with the multi-layered double-buﬀering strategy. Using
the PPE with a SPE allows for pipelined event execution between the FC and the virtual Simulators,
exploiting event-streaming parallelism. Likewise, the
SEK is implemented in SIMD-aware code on the
SPE, making it more eﬃcient than the object-oriented
scalar implementation on the PPE. Further, various
low-level optimizations are used to streamline the
SEK computation, such as proper address alignment
for eﬃcient data access, in-place rule evaluation,
branch reduction and/or compiler-assisted branch
hints, loop unrolling, and in-line substitution. Overall,
the total execution time is reduced from over 21 hours
(FLT) to 26 minutes when the SEK runs on 16 SPEs (or
a factor of up to 48.31). When compared to the ORG
execution, the SEK algorithms accelerate the
320 3 320 3 2 watershed simulation by a factor of up
to 50.74.
Figure 25 shows the total execution time attained in
watershed simulation of varied sizes with the optimized
CDþþ/PPE and the CDþþ/Cell. The parallel simulation on 16 SPEs runs 28.09, 27.69, and 29.46 times
faster than the best sequential execution on PPE
(FLT) for 256 3 256 3 2, 192 3 192 3 2, and 128 3
128 3 2 watershed models, respectively.
Figure 26 gives the overall scale-ups achieved by
CDþþ/Cell. The results suggest that, regardless of

the diﬀerence in the model sizes, the watershed simulation attains similar scalability across the SPEs. As the
watershed simulation is dominated by a computeintensive SEK, the cumulative computing power of
the available SPEs is a limiting factor in the overall
performance. As long as the SPEs are fully utilized,
the execution time can improve at a similar rate when
increasing the number of SPEs in the parallel
simulation.
As seen in Figures 23 and 26, the scale-ups grow a
little slower when more SPEs are used, mainly because
the kernel orchestration overhead increases along with
the number of SPEs. In addition, when the number of
SPEs goes beyond eight, the simulation performance
suﬀers from the increased overhead of inter-processor
communication.

6.3. Implications of the MADS technique
The implications of the MADS technique are discussed
as follows.

6.3.1. Additional computational kernels. The MADS
technique can be extended to accommodate other types
of kernels, such as random number generators.63 For
this purpose, one can reserve a group of SPEs to parallelize the kernel computation, while using the rest of
the SPEs to support the FSK and/or the SEK. In an
extreme case, both the FSK and the SEK can run on
the PPE if the new kernel becomes the primary bottleneck. Besides the FSK and SEK orchestration tasks,
the PPE helper thread can be extended to synchronize

Figure 25. Total execution time in watershed simulations of varied sizes.
SPE: Synergistic Processing Element.
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Figure 26. Overall scale-ups in watershed simulations.
SPE: Synergistic Processing Element.

the SPE threads dedicated to the new kernel. In this
sense, the MADS technique allows for a modular and
extensible software architecture that can be adapted to
varied simulation requirements.

6.3.2. SPE-incompatible

model components. As
mentioned in Section 5.4, it may not always be possible
to port all the Simulators to the SPEs. One example is
that certain atomic models require frequent access to a
legacy software library that is unsuitable to be hosted
on the co-processors. A simulation thus consists of a
mix of virtual and concrete Simulators, which must be
scheduled properly during each phase. This issue can be
solved within the MADS technique as follows. During
simulation bootstrap, the concrete Simulators are allocated with greater IDs than that of the virtual
Simulators, forming two distinct groups. The simulation data of both groups of Simulators are still managed in the main memory buﬀers, using the array
indexes as SEK job IDs. For concrete Simulators, the
SEK jobs are processed directly on the PPE by accessing the various buﬀers through hardware-controlled
cache instead of software-managed DMA, taking
advantage of the increased data locality in the main
memory. The SEK orchestration algorithm can be
enhanced so that the concrete Simulators process
events (on the PPE) in parallel with virtual Simulator
job execution (on SPEs) during each phase.

6.3.3. Integration

with PDES techniques. The
MADS technique can be integrated with existing
PDES techniques to achieve eﬃcient conservative and
optimistic PDES on hybrid platforms with multicore
nodes. Due to the separation between inter-node synchronization (the NC on the PPE) and intra-node parallel kernel computation (the FC and the Simulators on
the PPE helper and SPE threads), the parallel simulation can be viewed, at the cluster level, as a set of NCs
running asynchronously on diﬀerent nodes. Hence,
many existing conservative PDES algorithms, such as
the null message algorithm64 and its variants,65–68 can
be applied transparently across the NCs to determine
the safe events that can be executed on a node, without
interference with the kernel computation on each multicore node.
On the other hand, integrating the MADS technique
with optimistic PDES algorithms, such as the Time
Warp protocol69 and its optimizations,70–73 is a more
elaborate task, mainly because the individual LPs are
required to perform irregular checkpointing and rollback operations on complex data structures. This task,
however, can be simpliﬁed by using the Lightweight
Time Warp protocol,74,75 which turns the Simulators
into lightweight LPs, allowing them to be readily implemented as virtual LPs. In addition, the MADS
technique can be used along with other hardwareaccelerated Time Warp algorithms (e.g. Quaglia and
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Santoro;48 Santoro and Quaglia49) to further speed up
optimistic parallel simulations.

6.3.4. Applicability to other multicore platforms.
The key method used in the MADS technique is to
exploit the ﬁne-grained data and the event parallelism
inherent in DEVS-based simulations, while simultaneously combining the multi-grained parallelization
options provided by the underlying hardware.
Although the technique was developed on the Cell processor, the method can be generalized to PDES on other
homogeneous/heterogeneous multicore platforms.
Speciﬁcally, both FSK and SEK algorithms can be
applied to general-purpose multicore central processing
units (CPUs) that support SIMD operations (e.g. the
Intel CoreTM i7 processor). Although it is beneﬁcial to
use software-managed DMA for hiding memory latency,
this is not a requirement to implement the MADS technique. It is expected that signiﬁcant speedups can also be
obtained on CMP architectures with hardware-controlled cache memory, owing to the enhanced data locality and the exploitation of other types of parallelism.
Applying the MADS technique to special accelerator
architectures, such as GPUs, is more complex, due to
the constraints imposed by such processors.76 Whereas
the FSK algorithms can be ported to GPU in a relatively
straightforward way (because of the pure data-parallel
computing model), the SEK algorithms need to be
adapted to ﬁt the synchronous stream computing style.
A hybrid scheme, such as the one proposed by
Perumalla,51 could be used to combine variable time
advance in DEVS simulation with synchronous state
updates at all of the Simulators during each phase, an
interesting topic that is worthy of further research.
In addition, the data restructuring and optimization
strategies employed in the MADS technique provide
useful insight on how to reorganize a PDES program
from a data-ﬂow perspective to streamline the computation on multicore platforms in general. Furthermore,
the concept of LP virtualization could be used to
improve processor utilization and to achieve ﬁnegrained dynamic load balancing on CMP architectures.
Finally, the use of a descriptive language to hide multicore programming details would be of practical importance in developing PDES systems on CMP
architectures in order to enhance system usability and
modeler productivity at reduced M&S cost.

7. Conclusion and future work
To address the challenges of DEVS-based parallel simulation on CMP architectures, we proposed a computing
technique called MADS that integrates various optimization and parallelization strategies to accelerate both
memory-bound and compute-bound computational

kernels, which reﬂect the core performance bottlenecks
in the system. In addition to the exploitation of data and
event parallelism inherent in the simulation, the technique combines multi-grained parallelism at diﬀerent
system levels to leverage the potential of the underlying
hardware architecture, while hiding the technical details
of multicore programming from non-expert users. The
simulation data are reorganized in ﬂat array-based buffers, improving data locality and facilitating kernel parallelization on multicore platforms. Through the
concept of LP virtualization, the technique enables eﬃcient mapping of an arbitrary number of LPs to a limited
set of co-processors dynamically in a simulation, allowing for ﬁne-grained dynamic load balancing. Moreover,
the resulting software architecture is kept ﬂexible and
extensible for future development. Promising performance results have been obtained, demonstrating that
the technique can achieve a signiﬁcant level of scalability
in a variety of workloads.
We are currently working on a number of areas
related to this work, including integrating the MADS
technique with PDES techniques at the cluster level,
exploring new ways of leveraging multicore processors
in DEVS-based parallel simulations, and applying the
MADS technique to other homogeneous and heterogeneous CMP architectures.
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Appendix: Glossary of acronyms

CMP
DEVS
DMA
EIB
FC
FEL
FSK
GPU
IA
LP
LS
M&S
MADS
MPI
NC
PDES
P-DEVS
PPE
SEK
SIMD
SPE
TA

Chip multiprocessor
Discrete Event System Specification
Direct memory access
Element Interconnect Bus
Flat Coordinator
Future Event List
FC Synchronization Kernel
Graphical Processing Unit
Imminent ID Array
Logical process
Local Storage
Modeling and simulation
Multicore Acceleration of DEVS Systems
Message Passing Interface
Node Coordinator
Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation
Parallel DEVS
Power Processor Element
Simulator Event-processing Kernel
Single Instruction, Multiple Data
Synergistic Processing Element
Time Array
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